The Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Directive (WEEE) FAQ’s
(Including RoHS and Battery Directive)
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What is it?

The Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive (WEEE Directive) was introduced into UK
law in January 2007 by the Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment Regulations 2006 (as
amended 2015). It aims to reduce the amount of electrical and electronic equipment being produced
and to encourage everyone to reuse, recycle and recover it. It also aims to improve the environmental
performance of businesses that manufacture, supply, use, recycle and recover electrical and
electronic equipment.

I am an importer, rebrander or manufacturer – how do the Regulations affect me?

If your product uses electricity for its main purpose, then it's likely to be covered by the WEEE
regulations which you need to comply with.

The WEEE regulations apply to electrical and electronic equipment which:




Is dependent on electric currents or electromagnetic fields in order to work properly,
including equipment for the generation, transfer and measurement of such currents and
fields.
Is designed for use with a voltage rating not exceeding 1,000V for alternating current
and 1,500V for direct current.

Advice on how to comply with the regulations is available at https://www.gov.uk/electricalwaste-producer-supplier-responsibilities/your-responsibilities
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I am a retailer/distributor – how can I best comply with the Regulations?
You can either take:


Option A: Offer customers free 'take back' on their waste electrical and electronic
equipment (WEEE). This is done on a like-for-like basis. Therefore, if a customer
purchases, for example, a new television from you they can only return an old television
back to you



Option B: If you are a DTS member you do not have to take back any waste electrical and
electronic equipment (WEEE). Valpak will supply you with all the information needed to
put in your store(s) and on your website(s), directing customers to their nearest recycling
facility.

I am a householder/consumer – how can I best comply with the Regulations?
All retailers of electrical equipment must support recycling many provide funding for local
authority collection facilities, others take back waste electrical equipment in their stores.
There are two easy ways to avoid house clutter and get rid of old electricals without throwing them
in the bin:



All local authorities across the UK now have dedicated facilities for collecting waste
electrical goods.
Some retailers will take back your old electrical item in store, when you purchase a new
item from them (but note that not all shops do this). IKEA offer a reverse vend machine on
light-bulbs in some stores to encourage customers to deposit nonworking light-bulbs.

Are there any exemptions to the Regulations?
The Regulations do not apply to:
 Large-scale stationary industrial tools. This is a machine or system, consisting of a combination
of equipment, systems, products and/or components installed by professionals, each of which
is designed, manufactured and intended to be used only in fixed industrial applications.
 Household luminaries
 Filament light bulbs
 Implanted and infected medical devices. The WEEE Directive requires all other medical
devices (Category 8 equipment) generally to be treated at end-of-life, but not recycled or
recovered to target levels.
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What happens when I don’t comply with the Regulations?


In August 2015, Babz Media Limited, an online company, was fined £45,500 for failure to
comply with three pieces of environmental legislation: Packaging Materials, Batteries and
Electrical Equipment.



A Bridgwater-based WEEE recycler was fined £1,500 for failing to keep up with hazardous
waste paperwork. It was also ordered to pay £2,000 costs.



Failure to comply with the packaging and WEEE regulations cost a Birmingham wholesaler
£30,890 in fines, costs and compensation. Hairdressing supplies distributor Aston and
Fincher Ltd pleaded guilty to 31 charges brought by the Environment Agency, of failing to
comply with the Producer Responsibility Obligations (Packaging Waste) Regulations and
failing to register as a producer of electrical and electronic waste. The company was fined
£650 for each offence, a total of £20,150, and ordered to pay compensation of £7,135 to the
agency. Costs were £3,605.

What is the Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive 2002 (RoHS)?
RoHS is often referred to as the lead-free directive, and was implemented by the UK RoHS
Regulations, but it restricts the use of the following six substances:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lead (Pb)
Mercury (Hg)
Cadmium (Cd)
Hexavalent chromium (Cr6+)
Polybrominated biphenyls (PBB)
Polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDE)

(PBB and PBDE are flame retardants used in several plastics.)
Examples of product components containing restricted substances:







Paints and pigments
PVC (vinyl) cables as a stabilizer (e.g., power cords, USB cables)
Printed circuit board finishes, leads, internal and external interconnects
Glass in television and photographic products (e.g., CRT television screens and camera
lenses)
Metal parts
Lamps and bulbs
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What is the Battery Directive 2006 (amended 2013)?
It regulates the manufacture and disposal of batteries in the European Union with the aim of
"improving the environmental performance of batteries and accumulators". It has been partly
implemented by The Waste Batteries and Accumulators Regulations 2009. (as amended 2015).
The Directive states that at least 25% of all the EU’s used batteries must be collected by 2012, and
rising to no less than 45% by 2016, of which, that at least 50% of them must be recycled.
The Regulations affect different businesses in different ways. You need to decide if you are a
producer, a distributor, or if you are involved in the treatment or export of waste batteries.
The easiest way to comply is simply to be diligent with recycling batteries. From 1 February 2010
batteries can be recycled anywhere the Be Positive sign appears. Shops and online retailers that
sell more than 32 kilograms of batteries a year must offer facilities to recycle batteries. This is
equivalent to one pack of 4 AA batteries a day. In the UK, an increasing number of shops (Argos,
Homebase, B&Q, and Tesco) are providing battery return boxes and cylinders for their customers,
so look out for these.

How can Crowberry Consulting help you?
 If you think you may be affected by WEEE, ROHS or the Batteries Directives/Regulations we
can review your current methods for disposal and supply chain engagement. We can
recommend compliance schemes and provide internal audits as part of ISO14001 on your
compliance to the Regulations.
 If you are struggling to find compliant recycling companies in your area, we can provide
research and solutions.

Compiled by Nathan Green, Project Manager
September 2016
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